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iGi Partners is the first Licensed Holacracy® Provider

Holacracy Summer University
History
The Holacracy Summer University (HSU) was born in 2015 from a tension we
sensed at iGi Partners, the first Licensed Holacracy® Provider in the world, focus
on making the PowerShift in organizations, beyond the Holacracy practice. IGi’s
purpose is PowerShift2: PowerShift both for individuals and organizations.
The biggest issue we have encountered when implementing Holacracy is to
accompany the change management, not only by practicing Holacracy and
delivering great pedagogy but also by creating new tools, sessions and coaching
to support the change people have to make in order to ease their individual
« Mourning Process », which is what we have called the PowerShift.
We wanted to create a peer-to-peer space where we could safely share between
seasoned PowerShifters on this issue, some kind of co-development session,
research laboratory to explore the PowerShift process. The first Holacracy
Summer University took place in Paris in August 2015 and was very successful so
we decided to continue this initiative.
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HSU 2016
The second session of the Holacracy Summer University (HSU) will be hosted in
Las Vegas, Nevada (US) at the Zappos headquarter the 4th and 5th of August
2016.
It is a 2 Day Session and it is free, you just have to take in charge your own travel,
accommodations, food & beverage expenses.
This event is organized with the sole initiative of iGi Partners; the only intent is to
share between advanced Holacracy practitioners; it not an official HolacracyOne
event.

Who can apply ?
We want the event to be intimate (limited seats) and have great value for all the
participants, even the most advanced Master Coaches. Thus, we have an
application process and selection of the participants. Anyone passionate about
the PowerShift and who knows very well the issues we can face when
implementing Holacracy is welcome.
Here are a few criteria to help you figure out if you have the profile:
You’ve been practicing Holacracy in your organization for more than 2 years
You’ve been implementing Holacracy in your organization or other
organizations for more than 2 years
You are passionate about making the PowerShift in organizations
You have anecdotes and experiences you can share during the HSU to bring
value to the most advanced PowerShifters
Ps: Certification doesn’t really matter.

How can you apply ?
If you decide to apply, please note that there is preparation work required by each
participant attending this event. You will have to prepare a session where you will
share real cases, experiences you faced related to the PowerShift and how you
resolved it with tools, coaching, etc.
If you agree with this and meet the criteria above, you can apply by filling out this
form before May 15th : http://goo.gl/forms/vpYwRHTZ05.
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